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Introduction to Android | Android Developers
developer.android.com/guide/index.html
Android provides a rich application framework that allows you to build innovative apps
and games for mobile devices in a Java language environment.

Android Developers
developer.android.com
Official site provides the SDK, Developer's Guide, Reference, and Android Market for
the open source project. Includes announcements, videos, blog and resources.

Android
www.android.com
Introducing Lollipop, a sweet new take on Android.

Android (operating system) - Wikipedia, the free â€¦
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_(operating_system)
Android is a mobile operating system (OS) based on the Linux kernel and currently
developed by Google. With a user interface based on direct manipulation, Android is ...

Android App Store â€“ Android Apps & Games on â€¦
android.brothersoft.com
Discover the best Android apps & games from Brothersoft.com, The Best Web
AppStore for android.

Android version history - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_version_history
The version history of the Android mobile operating system began with the release of the
Android beta in November 2007. The first commercial version, Android 1.0, was ...

The Code Project - CodeProject - For those who code
www.codeproject.com
Free source code and tutorials for Software developers and Architects.; Updated: 1 May
2015

Android-x86 - Porting Android to x86
www.android-x86.org
Android-x86 Open Source Project ... This is a project to port Android open source
project to x86 platform, formerly known as "patch hosting for android x86 support".

Online Feedback Publishing System - O'Reilly Media
www.oreilly.com/ofps
Thank You! Open Feedback Publishing System (OFPS) is now retired. Thank you to the
authors and commenters who participated in the program. OFPS was an O'Reilly ...

OpenCV | OpenCV
opencv.org
OpenCV 3.0 rc has been just released, with lots of improvements since 3.0 beta,
including multiple bug fixes, better compatibility with OpenCV 2.4, better Android and ...

The Best Android Phones | The Wirecutter
thewirecutter.com/reviews/best-android-phone
This fall, picking an Android phone that fits your life is more about your priorities.
Storage and speed are comparable among Android flagships, but the best choice ...

Topics | ZDNet
www.zdnet.com/topic
Latest trending topics being covered on ZDNet including Reviews, Tech Industry,
Security, Hardware, Apple, and Windows

Google Android 5.0 Release Date, Specs and Editors â€¦
www.cnet.com › Software › Operating Systems
Everything you need to know about the Google Android 5.0, including impressions and
analysis, photos, video, release date, prices, specs, and predictions from CNET.

Vodeblog - Tech, Gadgets, Mobile, Android, iOS, Mac,
Windows..
www.vodeblog.com
Iâ€™ve been using Zedge on my android to set Ringtone, Notification sound and
wallpapers for couple of years. Zedge is one of the best and most popular ringtone and ...
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